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Background

The Syntax of Sharing Constructions
• The derivation of the one-to-many dependency characteristic of across-the-

board (ATB) movement and right node raising (RNR) is a matter of controversy.
• Parallel extraction approach (e.g., Ross 1967; Hein & Murphy 2020)

(1) Who did [&P [TP Agata hug ⟨who⟩] and [TP Julia welcome ⟨who⟩]]?

(2) [&P [TP Agata hugged ⟨Peter⟩] and [TP Julia welcomed ⟨Peter⟩]] Peter.

• Multidominance approach (e.g., Citko 2005, 2011)

(3) Who did [&P [TP Agata hug ] and [TP Julia welcome ⟨who⟩]]?

(4) [&P [TP Agata hugged ] and [TP Julia welcomed Peter]].

• Ellipsis approach (e.g., K. Hartmann 2000; Salzmann 2012)

(5) Who did [&P [TP Agata hug ⟨who⟩] and [TP Julia welcome who]]?

(6) [&P [TP Agata hugged Peter] and [TP Julia welcomed Peter]].

→ In my experiment, I use the case morphology on the shared constituent as a
diagnostic to probe into the underlying structure of sharing constructions.

The Case Matching Requirement
• Sharing constructions have been argued to be subject to a case matching requirement, but the exact wording and

even the existence of this requirement are still under debate (Dy la 1984, Franks 1993, Citko 2005).
• Syntactic case matching: The case features associated with the shared constituent must be identical across

conjuncts (experimental evidence for ATB movement in J. Hartmann, Konietzko & Salzmann 2016).
• Morphological case matching: Syncretic case forms improve the acceptability of sharing constructions with

case mismatches (ATB movement: Dy la 1984, Franks 1993, Citko 2005; RNR: Asarina 2011, Ibnbari 2014).
• No case matching: Case forms only satisfying the requirements of the adjacent conjunct (1st conjunct in ATB

movement, 2nd conjunct in RNR) improve the acceptability of sharing constructions with case mismatches (ATB
movement: Bondaruk 2003; RNR: Citko 2011, Larson 2013, Ibnbari 2014).

→ The major approaches to the syntax of sharing constructions can be distinguished from each other based on their
ability to explain the case syncretism effect and the case proximity effect.

Effect Ellipsis Parallel extraction Multidominance
Syncretism effect ✓ ✓ ✗

Proximity effect ✓ ✗ ✗

Previous Empirical Work
• Syncretism effect: The existence of the syncretism effect has been verified for Russian RNR (Asarina 2011),

but not for German ATB movement (J. Hartmann, Konietzko & Salzmann 2016).
• Proximity effect: The proximity effect has not been investigated empirically yet.

My contribution: first study examining the case proximity effect and comparing the acceptability of ATB movement and RNR with different case patterns

Research Questions

• RQ I: Do ATB movement and RNR show the same pattern of acceptability ratings?
• RQ II: Do sharing constructions exhibit the case syncretism effect?
• RQ III: Do sharing constructions exhibit the case proximity effect?
• RQ IV: Is there any evidence for some kind of case matching requirement?
• RQ V: Based on the range of acceptable case patterns, can we draw any conclusions about

which theoretical approach is best suited for deriving ATB movement and RNR?

Method and Participants

• method: acceptability rating study, with ratings to be given on a 7-point Likert scale
• web-based questionnaire (Prolific, L-Rex)
• participants: 96 native speakers of Polish aged between 20 and 47 years
• 1:3 items-fillers ratio (24 target items, 72 filler items) and Latin square design
• filler items: different levels of acceptability, ranging from Level A (interpretable and highly accept-

able) to Level F (uninterpretable and unacceptable)

Design and Stimuli

Factors
• CONSTRUCTION: contrasts the two sharing constructions under in-

vestigation (levels: ATB topicalization, RNR)
• CASE PATTERN: provides information about which case the shared

constituent bears (levels: matching, syncretic, adjacent gap, distant gap)
• The target sentences were embedded under the clause ‘I only heard that’

and preceded by an appropriate context.
• The shared constituent is a theme direct object across conditions.
• A case mismatch is triggered by differential object marking (obligatory gen-

itive of negation in Polish, see B laszczak 2001).

Sample Item (English Translation – Original in Polish)

RNR, matching Agata hugged _ACC , and Julia welcomed _ACC , the new female neighbour.ACC .
RNR, syncretic Agata hugged _ACC , but Julia didn’t welcome _GEN , the new male neighbour.ACC/GEN .
RNR, adjacent gap Agata hugged _ACC , but Julia didn’t welcome _GEN , the new female neighbour.GEN .
RNR, distant gap Agata hugged _ACC , but Julia didn’t welcome _GEN , the new female neighbour.ACC .
ATB, matching The new female neighbour.ACC , Agata hugged _ACC , and Julia welcomed _ACC .
ATB, syncretic The new male neighbour.ACC/GEN , Agata didn’t hug _GEN , but Julia welcomed _ACC .
ATB, adjacent gap The new female neighbour.GEN , Agata didn’t hug _GEN , but Julia welcomed _ACC .
ATB, distant gap The new female neighbour.ACC , Agata didn’t hug _GEN , but Julia welcomed _ACC .

The conditions involving ATB movement differ from the conditions involving RNR only in the position of the shared constituent relative to both conjuncts.

Results and Discussion

Distribution of acceptability ratings as a function of CASE PATTERN and CONSTRUCTION. The points indicate the
posterior mean estimates for the probabilities of a rating falling into the seven rating categories and the error bars
indicate the corresponding 95% credible intervals.

Key Observations
• ATB topicalization and RNR behave very similar regarding the acceptability of the four case patterns.
• The case patterns can be clearly distinguished from each other on the basis of their acceptability.
• For both constructions, the ranking is: matching ≻ syncretic ≻ adjacent gap ≻ distant gap.

Inferential Statistics
• Construction effect (ATB vs. RNR): Anecdotal evidence against the effect (RNR = ATB)
• Syncretism effect (nested within CONSTRUCTION, syncretic vs. adjacent gap): (very) strong

evidence for a medium-sized effect for both constructions (syncretic > adjacent gap)
• Proximity effect (nested within CONSTRUCTION, adjacent gap vs. distant gap): extreme

evidence for a large effect for both constructions (adjacent gap > distant gap)

Answering the Research Questions
• RQ I: ATB movement and RNR show the same pattern of acceptability ratings across conditions.
• RQ II: Both ATB movement and RNR exhibit the case syncretism effect.
• RQ III: Both ATB movement and RNR exhibit the case proximity effect.
• RQ IV: There is no case matching requirement. Visible case mismatches are acceptable as long

as the shared constituent bears the case assigned to it in the adjacent conjunct.
→ Limitation: Neither the ‘repair by syncretism’ effect nor the ‘repair by proximity’ effect renders

sharing constructions with case mismatches fully acceptable.
• RQ V: Only the ellipsis approach can explain both the case syncretism effect and the case proximity

effect without further modifications.
→ Exceptions: The versions of the ellipsis approach proposed by Ha (2008) for ATB movement and by

K. Hartmann (2000) for RNR cannot explain the case proximity effect.

Conclusion and Outlook
• ATB movement and RNR behave very similar in that both constructions show a robust case syncretism effect as well as a robust case proximity effect.
• The existence of the case proximity effect is surprising, as most researchers claim that sharing constructions with visible case mismatches are ungrammatical.
• The ellipsis approach is most compatible with the experimental results. It is able to explain both effects under discussion by correctly deriving the three

acceptable case patterns (matching, syncretic, adjacent gap) and ruling out the only unacceptable case pattern (distant gap).
• The results only reflect the behavior of ATB movement and RNR in Polish. Future research should focus on investigating between-language variability.
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